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1- Listen
2- Remember
3- Repeat
4- Till the day you die
You've got to know all the ways of the world
How to eat, where to sleep, complete your education
Respect the ones demanding your attention
Arrive on time, walk in line, shut your mouth
Mystify inspiration and learn to know what's a stupid
question
Remember to listen to what you've been told
Now difficult decisions you're beginning to avoid
Release your nature
This is what it feels like
This is what it feels like when you just let go
What does it mean to survive?
Test animals just try to find their way out
Don't act like you were born
To make a living
1- Listen
2- Remember
3- Repeat
Repeat
So you're spending all this time in order to find
All the important things that now are shaping your life 
So you can sit back, spending your days
Gaining weight, staying awake watching the prime time
premiere
One by one you forget what you?ve done 
But some mother there'sa won't allow you to die
Your mind says goodbye, you're body's still alive so tell
me why
Was it all worth the fight?
Release your nature
This is what it feels like
This is what it feels like when you just let go
What does it mean to survive?
Test animals just try to find their way out
Don't act like you were born
To make a living
What does it take to survive?
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Test animals will never find their way out
Some things can't be taught
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